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HAWKESBURY RIVER 

REPORT Oi'l THE EFFECTS OF BOAT TRAFFIC (HATER SKIING). 

INTROruCTION: 

This report covers the Hawkesbury River between Wisemans ~rry 

and Windsor. 

There have been three oonnected studies oarried out to assess 

what effects water skiing has on the banks of the river. These studies 

were:-

1. By the Departreent in 1963/64 at the request of the Maritime Services 

Board of N.S.H. (See Appendix 1). 

2. Field measurements and analysis of Sackville Reach in 1971 (Appendix 

II). 

3. ' An analysis based on (1) above by H.A.T. Scholer in May 1973, while 

on seoondment from the Department to the University of N.S.H. to 

carry out research into the Hawkesbury River system (Append.i~( III). 

RESULTS OF STUDIES: 

The essential results of the above studies are considered to be as 

follows:-

1. Waves generated by boats are generally less than one foot in height • 

2. High performance boats when planing properly do not generate much 

wave action. 

3. Boats ~~th displacement hulls (motor cruisers) and all boats when 

manoeuvring sharply generate the biggest waves • 

4. The distanoe of a boat from the shore has little effect on the 

energy of wave trains reaching the shore. 

5. The total wave energy generated by water skiing is of the same order 

of magnitude as that generated naturally by winds. Have energy is a 

measure of erosion pO'rler. 

CmfJJ.rn:NT: 

Wavee striking a shoreline \~ill tend ' to shape the shore so as to 

form a beaoh. This is happening along the banks of the river and if no 

other foroes occurred then a stable beach would eventually develop. This 

stable beach would extend from the height of maximum wave run-up at high 

tide to a depth of some one or t\~O wave heights below low tide level. The 

beach l'lould be made up of sand leached out of the river bank. 

The erosive pc.wer of a train of \~aves depends upon the total energy 

of the train, the height of the indivi~al waves and the length of these 

waves. Observation Bu£,gests that, although total ene't'gy is similar, the 

wave trains generated by boats have higher average heights and leng,ths 

than those generated on average by the wind (on the Ha:.kesbury). 
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Hawkesbury River: Report on the effects of Boat Traffic ( \1ater Skiin"'). 

It follows that their ability to erode the banks is probably hieher. 

Along the section of the river under consideration the lower reaches 

are predominantly saline and support good growths of mangroves and reeds 

along the banks. This type of vegetation, especially the reeds, gives 

protection against wave action. Provided this vegetation is conserved 

bank erosion on the lower "'eaches should not be a problem. In the upper 

reaches vegetation comprises willows and grasses Wllch provide little, if 

a:ny, protection below high water mark where \'lave action attacks the bank. 

The transition takes place around about Sackville. 

In the area where wave action is a problem the river channel is 

the end result of dominance by freshwater flows, particularly freshes and 

floods. Thechannel has been formed by the river out of sediments which 

it brings down from the catchment. The banks are typically steep, made up 

of friable silts and sands and. are of a profile close to incipient failure 

by soil slips. During floods major changes can and do occur by way of 

erosion or accretion. Floods dominate the situation and erosion by wave 

action is a relatively minor perturbation in this flood regime. 

Undoubtedly, boating and water skiing in particular creates a 

nuisance for riparian o\;.ners. This is manifest in the noise from high speed 

boats, the disturbance by traffic and crowds of people, the aggravation of 

bank erosion by wave action and the siltation of some irrigation pump in

takes. None of these is very significant with respect to the overall 

stability of the river. They can be significant, however, to a landowner 

or to conditions in a specific area. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

1. On the evidence to date water skiing does not constitute a long-term 

hazard to river stability. 

2. There is a clash of interests betl~een riparian o.mers and those 

people who l-dsh to use the .Taterway intensively for recreation. 

3. There would seem to be a need for a broadly based environment impact 

stuqy to weigh up the social and other factors involved so that a 

proper decision can be made as to the best use and development of 

the river. Should this favour a dominant role as a recreation area 

then detailed planning of access points and service areas will be 

needed to ensure a minimum disturbance to the river, its banks and 

its flood plain. 

RECO~IiENDATIONS : 

.1. That a comprehensive study be unc.ertaken of the effects of \1ater

bourne traffic upon the environment of the Hawkesbury River. 

2. That a commi tt( 'e be set up to assist in defining a brief for the 

stuqy and on drafting its subsequent recommendations. 
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Hawke'sbury r~iver : Report on the effects of 'Bo,~t Traffic (Hater Skiine). 

3. That the committee consist of one r epresentative of the Local 

Government Councils concerned, one from the Maritime Services Board 

of N.S.W. one from the Department of Planning and the Environment 

under the chairmanship of a representative of this Department. 

4. That pending the outcome of the study no additional restrictions 

be placed upon waterbourne traffic on the Hawkesbury River • 
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. roREWORD 

The investigation was made at tbe request of the Maritime Services 

Board of N.S. W. That Board is responsible for the control of navigation 

of N.S.W. waterways, which includes the regulation of water skiing activit

ies. The Department was asked to investigate the effects of wave action 

on the banks of the Hawkesbury River to determine the relative erosive 

effects of vlater skiing, wind and floods. 

The investigations were carried out at the l~draulics laboratory 

of the Department of Public rlorks, by Mr. E. J. LesleiGhter, B. E., under 

the supervision of Mr. A. H. Lucas , B. E., Supervising Engineer in charge 

of the laboratory, and under the direction of Mr. C. D. Floyd, B.E., 

A.M.I.E. Aust., Inspecting Engineer, Investigation. 

Although the relative effects of wind and speed boats in generating 

waves have been established for tbe Hawkesbury River no quantitative 

measure of the rate of erosion has been established. This is apparently 

slight and would vary with location. 

Quantitative information could be obtained but would require a 

lengthy and detailed program of field data collection ~lhich wouil.d be outside 

the scope of this investigation. 

This report is issued under the authority of Mr. R. A. Johnson, 

LL.B., Inrector of Public Works. 

Correspondence should be directed to -

Secretary, 

Department of Public Works 

N.S.r/ • 

Box 44, G.P.O. 

STmEY. 

Alfred Dance, B.E., B.Sc. 

M.I.E. (Aust.) , A.M.l.C.E. 

Principal Eneineer 

Harbours and Rivers. 
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HAvlKESBURY RIVER - THE EFFECT OF SPaIlBOAT ACTIVITI"ES 

ON BANK EROSION. 

Abstract 

This investigation, carried out at the request of 

the Maritime Services Board of N.S.W. Nas aimed at finrl.ing 

the magnitude of the erosive action of waves caused by 

water skiing activities. Comparison \.ith the effect of wind 

induced waves is made. The te s ting program included wave 

measurement during many controlled speedboat runs in the 

Manly Reservoir using both an outboard and inboard powered 

vessel. 

1. statement of the Problem 

Fbr a number of years there has been quite an amount of conjecture 

regardin6 river bank erosion, and its cause, on the Hawkesbury River. Fig. 

is a plan showing part of the ar~a in question. Many opinions have singled 

out the increasing water s~~ing activities and speedboat traffic as a major 

cause of bank erosion. 

In order to have some concrete evidence on which to base 

neogotiations, the present testing progra~ was entered into. As part of the 

investigation, one years wind records from ~he nearby Richmond Airport were 

analyzed and wind wave theory applied to find the magnitude, duration and 

direction of wind waves in the river re aches where skiing is carried out. 

Inspection of the area reveals the immense action that flooding 

has in erosion and causing subsequent bank failures clue to saturation of the 

soil in the b~~s • 

2. Testing Procedure 

In order to obtain a comprehensive coverage of wave measurements 

for speedboats, several typical craft would be required. In the present 

testing program two speedboats were used. The first, used for the major 

proportion of testing, was a 13 ft. long, "planing" type hullpowered by a 

35 H.P. outboard motor. This vessel weighing 5 C'·Jt. is considered typical 

of the lighter spe~dboats used for water skiing purposes. Other craft 

used for such activities have Similar, perhaps longer, planing type hulls 

with higher powered outboard motors. The second craft was a 15 ft. long, 

displacement type hull po.Jered by a 130 H.P. inboard motor. This boat, 

typical of the many inboard vessels in use today, weighed 12 cwt. The 

latter vessel was not used extensively, but mainly for a comparison with 

the former. 

The wave recorder used consisted of a float actuated pen moving on 

a revolving chart. The recorder was installed approximately 20 ft. from 

the shore in about 2 '6" depth of '·!ater. T"ne investigation \las carried out 

in the reservoir contained by Jilanly Dam. 
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The path of the speedboat was maintained parallel to the shore and 

in one direction. Runs were made at distances of 25 feet, 50 feet and 100 

feet from the recorder at a number of speeds. Speeds were measured by 

timing over a measured distance. 

One series of tests ~Ias carried out to determine the variation in 

wave height caused by turning craft. Although it was difficult to maintain 

the speedboat on a fixed diameter turn, measurements l~ere made with the 

vessel moving at fix~ d speeds in circles, the circumfer p-nce of which approa

ched to a minimum of 25 ft. from the recorder. 

A number of passes liere made at each spee d so that the final results 

would be the average of several reports of each phase. 

3. Results · of the Investieation 

From the many ~lave records obtained for boats passing at a number 

• . of speeds and various distance from the recorder, mean values of the 

maximum wave height were found ann used for plotting purposes. 

A wave train considered to be typical is shown expanded and 

enlarged in Fig. 2. The waves are first felt as low and long; steepness 

increases and three or four higher waves pass followed by somewhat irregular 

small waves. The number of i~aves propagated by one pass seemed to vary 

between about four and fourteen, ho\"ever in the majority of cases there are 

six to eight waves containing three to four pronounced liaves in the middle 

of the train. It is thought that speed and distance £'rom the recorder may 

have some bearing on the number of waves forme d, however as this particular 

feature l-laS unimportant for this investigation, the thought vias not pursued. 

A feature which may have bearing on the relative waves formed by 

• . passes at 25 ft I 50 ft. and 100 ft. from the recorder is the interference 

of bow and stern waves. A vessel moving through the water sets up a train 

of bow waves and also a train of stern \~aves. T"nese waves moving out at 

different directions to the boat's path interfere causing larger or smaller 

waves depending upon the frequency and phasing of the triO trains. The 

dietance from the boat's path at vlhich interference takes place, being 

somel"hat constant I would thus have some effect on the 25, 50 and 100 ft. 

wave trains. 

Fig. 3 is a graph of the maximum wave heights caused by the two 

speedboats used, plotted against boat speed and the ratio of baot speed to 

the square root of the length (V/L~). The ratio, V/L~ , perhaps provides a 

better application of the graphs to other speedboats of different lengths. 

It will be noticed that the heavier inboard vessel causes much larger 

waves than the outboard. Also peak hei ghts of 9.0 inches and 6.8 inches 

respectively are produced. For the slow moving boat, waves are small, and 

increase with a slight increase in speed until the peak is reached. 
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FUrther increase in speed causes the wave heigh't to decrease fairly 

uniformly; at these speeds the boats tend to lift out of the water, so 

causing less displacement. It is felt that the peak wave height occurs 
• 

• 

• 

at a particular speed due to buidling up caused by interference of the bow 

and stern waves. Before this the interference evidently results in a 

varying degree of annulment. 

Fig. 4 shows the p.ffect of loading of the lighter speeQooat. The 

difference is quite marked especially' at the speed producing the peak wave 

height. This effect would depend on the initial weight of the craft, and 

so the difference would not be as great for larger, heavier speedboats. 

FUrther, at skiing speeds, the increase in wave height caused by more 

persons on board, even for the light speedboat, is not very great. 

The effect of the distance of travel of the waves is shown in 

Fig. 5. These graphs show that the waves flatten to sorne extent during 

travel - a feature which •• ould be expected. Although one boat only .tas 

used in this section of the testing, it is reasonable to believe a similar 

trend would exist for other speedboats. The secone graph of Fig. 5 is a 

re-arrangement of the first. 

~fuen speedboats turn there appears to be a build up in wave height. 

Fig. 6 shows that th:i s is the case for high speeds. There it is soon tha.t 

for 10li speeds (possibly up to 10-12 m.p.h.) the waves are reduced when a 

boat turns until the turning diameter increases tc approximately 250 ft. 

For higher speeds (above 15 m.p.h.), there is an increase in wave height 

when the boat turns in diameters less than approximately 200 ft. This 

section of the tests was carried out under difficulties which include, 

first, variation of speed due to turning and, second, the difficulty of 

maintaining a constant circular course of a fixed diameter at a fixed 

. " distance from the recorder. Consequently Fig. 6 should only be used as a 

guide , although a substantial one. 

The wave period was found to be larger for the larger speedboat; 

to be expected because of the larger waves so produced. In this case the 

average period for each train varies with boat speed, however for the peak 

wave conditions the period is approximately 1.6 to 1.8 seconds. For the 

lighter vessel the waves usually have a period ranging between 1.0 and 1.6 

seconds. 

Waves prepagated by a skier alone were measured. These waves 

although dependent on the skier's weight and speed, are quite small. The 

average maximum height being 1.25 inches. These waves would no doubt add 

to the boat waves (and subtract from, under some conditions); ho;,.!ever the 

addition would only be a small proportion of the measured 1.25 inches as 

the wave formation is dependent upon volume increase. 
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NOTE 
The vessel causing this wave was t he 15ft inboard powered speedboat, 
travelling at 10 mph, 50ft from the recorder . 

FIG. 2 TYPICAL SPEEDBOAT WAVE TRA IN 
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HvsV/L''t 

1. Both vessels had fWo persons on board. 

2. The inboard vessel was 15 ft long, 

weighed 12cVlt,and wcs powered by a 

35 hp motor. 

3. The outboard vessel was 13 ft long, 

weighed 5cwt, and was powered by a 

35 hp motor . 

4. Eloth vessels were driven at 50 ft 

distance from the wave rec or der. 
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HA'llKESi3URY RIVEil. : THE EPPECT OF SPEGDBOAT ACTIVI'rI8S ON BANK 

EROSION: FBr.D STUDY REPORT. 

APPENDIX II 

In troduc tion 

Fbr many years now there has been a considerable amount of discussion 

concerning the causes of erosion of the ba.'1ks along the Hawkesbury River. The 

local land mmers hold that the water skiing acti vitie::: in various reaches · of 

the river are a major cause of erosion. 

by Manly Hydraulic Laboratory in 1964. 

i'li th this in mind a study Vias initiated 

Two different boats, considered to be 

typical of speedboats used for water skiing, were tested on the reservoir behind 

Manly Dam. The heights of the waves produced by these boats were measured for 

different boat velocities and varying distances from the ways recorder. These 

results 'IIere then related to the conditions on the Hawkesbury River. The 

results of this study are contained in Report No. 106 - "Iiawkesbury River -

The effect of speedboat activities on bank erosion." 

itself. 

The present investigation was carried out at the Hawkesbury River 

The wave recorder was set up in Sackville Reach to obtain on the spot 

records of the actual conditions. 

Testing Procedur.e 

The equip~ent used to measure wave heights was a capacitance gauge fed 

into a Goerz Minigor recorder. This equipment was set up about 20 ft. off a 

sandy beach in about 2' -6" of water. Two men were placed 200 ft. either side 

of the recorder and each had a stopwatch. These men timed each boat oyer the 

distance between them and hence the speed of the boat could be determined. 

For each boat the distance from the recorder to the boat was estimated 

and three ranges were established :-

(i) 

(ii) 

within 100 ft. of the record€r 

between 100 ft and 200 ft. 

(iii) further than 200 ft. 

As far as possible each group of waves arriving at the recorder ~as 

related to a particular boat, hence waves produced could be related to outboard 

or inboard motor boats. ~lis distinction was difficult to make if several boats 

passed at the same time. 

Two trips were made to Sackville Reach. The first on 6th March, 1971 

was to get the "gear set up and functioning after a suitable spot h~d been 

selected. Then the method of recording details and es tablishin6 times over 

the 400 ft. was checked out till everything ran smoothly. Aleo from this trip 

it was noted that it 'Ilo '.lld be virtually impossible to set the equipnent up 

opposite a point where the boats were turning. There did not appear to be 

any set course and boats were turning around any-:ihere along the reach. 
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Hence the waves created by boats turning were unable to be checked or studied. 

The second trip r/as held on 20.3.71 and 21.3.71. On these dates 

wave heights from passing boats l-lere recorded c;long l ... i th the other data 

already discus sed. A total of 216 boats were noted over this weekend. 

This is a low figure perhaps because it was fairly late in the season. 

Results: 

All results of the trip are plotted on the accompanying diagrams. 

Figs. 1 and 2 are plots of the max. rTave heieht occurring in a 

train against the number of waves. T"ney are therefore frequency curves 

for the different classes of wave heights. 

Figs. 3 and 4 are plots of max. wave heights from any gi 7E!n train 

against the velocity of the boat which produced that series of waves. Fig. 

3 is for all boats over the 2 days with outboard motors . Fig. 4 is for all 

inboard motor boats • 

Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 show boat speed against wave height but this 

time the approximate distance from the wave recorder is taken into account 

with different symbols being used for the three ranges already mentioned. 

Discussion of Results 

From Figs. 3 and 4 it can be seen that no relation between max. wave 

height and boat speed can be ob+.ained from this set of observations. The 

results from the previous report are also shewn on these diagrams. For 

outboard motors this line is very low in comparison with the present results 

but in the inboard motor case the line is approximately in the middle . 

There is also consi derable soatter of the results over the whole diagram. 

The only weak point in the observation presented in these tvl0 figures is 

• . the determination of velocity. This was done by timing the boats over a 

known distance from the shore. Whether or not the timing is accurate is 

open to question since the stopwatches may not have been started or stopped 

precisely when the boat "VIas directly opposite the observer. If this was 

the case both the time and the distance could be wrong leading to incorrect 

boat speed. This is the only explanation for the deviation of the present 

results from those obtained in the 1964 Report. 

Similarly in Figs. 5, 6, 7 and 8 it is difficult to establish any 

relevant relationship betl-leen speed, wave height and distance from recorder. 

From these plots waves from the far bank are rOlJghly the same size as those 

created close to the recoruer. This is possible since the wave height is 

very small compared to the depth and hence the bed would not have a great 

effect on the rTave form. 

From Figs. 3 and 4 the average boat speed is in the vicinity of 

25 m.p.h. At this speed the average marillT'.l.'ll wave height is about 6" for 

outboard motor boat s 1" for inboard motor boats. 

c, 
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Indications from the earlier report point to higher wave heights 

at lOrler speeds. Boats when actually involved in skiing activi ties \~ould 

not travel at these lower speeds ( ~ 10 m.p.h.) except when startine or 

stopping. Hence the above figures could very l'ikely be higher if lower 

speeds could have been recorded. 

Fig. 9 shows three typical wave trains:-

(a) with onl~ one boat passing 

(b) from a group of boats. 

These show that any given trains of waves from one boat consists 

of 7 to 10 waves larger than the background chop. This is in good agreement 

with the previous report in which 7 waves were used as a basis for calcula

tion. 

Conclusion 

The actual conditions at the Ha'tlkesbury River is Sackville Reach 

have been gathered and presented in this report. When compared with the 

previous report of 1964 there are several large differences. These are:-

(i) The relationship between boat speed and max. wave height is not 

as clear cut as previously thought. The scatter about any sought 

of means is very wide and higher speeds appear to generate fairly 

large waves. 

(li) The distance of the boat from the wave recorder appears to have 

little effect on the wave arriving at the bank. 

It must be remembered that very few boats were counted compared 

to the figures mentioned in the earlier report. This is aile to the fact 

that information for this report was collected towards the end of the 

• ' skiing season. 
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CALCULATION OF SP~D BOA'l' l-IAVE ENERGY. 

Wave Energy, E '" () ~L 
8 

Where ~ = unit weight of water c 62.4 lb/ft3 

height H c wave 

L ... wave 2 length e~_ 
2 II 

From data collected on 20.3.71 an~ 21.3.71 

g 0: 32.2 ft/sec2 

T 0: wave period 

Average H max in wave train 0: 7" 0: 0.58 ft 

Average wavelength on "lave recorder plot = 0.3 cm 

Speed of wave recorder 

•• Wave period T e 4 x 0.3 

.. 1.2 sec 

2 Lo:..Jt!. 
2Ti 

2 
a 32.2 X 1.2 0: 7.36 ft 

21T 
__ 2 2 

E 0: ~ rs- = 62.4 X 7.36 X 0.58 
8 8 

c 4 sec/cm 

c 19.5 lb ft per wave/ft length. 

Max. number of waves in a wave train = 10. 

Assuming that an actual train contains 30~ of the energy of a train 

of 10 7" waves:-
• 

• • Max train energy = 0.30 x 10 x 19.5 

0: 58.5 lb ft/ft length. 

Rate of speedboats passing/hour:-

20.3.71 :-

• 

21.3.71 :-
• 

• 

80 boats from 11.00 am - 4.30 pm. 

Rate 0: 80 boats/5.5 hours 

= 14.5 boats/hour 

136 boats from 9.00 am - 3.30 pm. 

Rate., 136 boats/6.5 hours 

= 21 boats/hour 

Average rate = 14.5 + 21.0 = 17.75 
2 = 18 boats/hour 

1 skiing day e 8 hours 

No. of skiing days ., 104/year 

Therefore:-

Total Energy/year ., 18 x 8 x 104 x 58.5 lb ft/ft length 

= 8.76 x 105 lb ft/ft length 
5 -6 

m 8.76 x 10 x 1.36 x 0.28 x 10 K Watt hours/ft 
length • 

., 0.33 K Watt hours per ft length of shore. 
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Using rate of passing from Report No . 106 - 1964, of 79 boats/hour:

Total energy/year = 0.33 x 79/18 

~ 1.45 K watt hours/ft length of shore. 
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Co?clusions of Speed Boat Wave Energies. 

The total energy/year caused by speed boat waves recorded at 

Sackville Reach du~ing 1971 was 0.52 Kwatt hours/ft length of shore. 

This is less than the figure obtained from the investigation on Manly Dam 

in 1964 of 2.12 Kwatt hours/ft length. However during the recent study 

the average number of speed boats passing/hour was only 18 compared with 

the figure of 79/hour in the 1964 ~~port, and this a~counts for the lower 

energy di ssipation. 

If the rate of 79 boats pass~hour is used for the 1971 recordings , 

t he total energy/year caused by speed boat waves is 2.3 in Kwatt hours/ft 

which is very similar t o the value (of 2~12) in the original investigation • 
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THE mnVl!!RS ITY OF NEi1 SOUTH HALi'!:S 

Geomorphology of New South l"ales Coastal Rivers 

Hawkesbury River - The 3ffects of Speeaooat Activities on 

River Banks. 

APPENDIX III 

Introduction 

This report is based on observations and enquiries made by the 

writer over the period 1970 to 1973. In this report use was made of the 

valuable experimental data on speedboat waves presented in the N.S.W. 

Public liorks Iepartment of 1964 (Ref. 1). Speedboat and water skiing 

activity in N.S.vl. is no;~ at its greatest on the Hawkesbury River and has 

practically excluded all other aqatic activities in the river above 

Wi seman's Ferry • 

Significance of Speedboat \valJes 
• 

Field observations confirmed the statement in the P. H.D. report 

that the waves propagated by the skiers are quite small, the maximum 

height being about 1.25 inches, and that the highest ,-raves are those 

generated by speed boats at the relatively low speeds given in the report, 

"Ihich are below the "planing" speeds. At planing speeds the waves are 

relatively small. The high waves are, therefore, made by speedboats 

travelling at intermediate speeds in the intervals between ski runs. As 

the waterways become more crowded with skiers the intervals of lower speed 

and high wave generation proportionately increase. 

_The P.\'I.D. report gives the value of 2.12 Kilo,tatt-hours per year 

per foot length of bank for the waves generated by speedboats. This value 

was adopted for comparative purposes although enquiries in the fiel d have 

disclosed that there has been an increase in the number of speedb08ts on 

·the river since 1964. Indeed the number of speedboats operatins on week

ends in reaches of the river above Sackville has nO~1 reaced saturation. 

The fetches given on pages 8 a.'1d 9 of the P.loJ.D. report are for 

winos blowing along more or less straight reaches of the river producing 

waves which meet the banks of the bends at the ends of these reaches. 

However, the energy of ~laves which reach such a bank is only a fraction of 

the total energy of the waves generated by the winds blowing along the reach 

'because, due to refraction by shoals and bars, these waves lose their energy 

to the banks as they proceed along the reach. For a given fetch, the 

energies of wind waves impinging on a bank depend on the direction in which 

the bank is facing, being greatest and least ~Ihen the ban.1(: is facing south

west and north-east respectively. The appropriate average fetch for waves 

impinging on banks betlrleen Windsor and Sackville is about 0.2 miles. 

Assuming this length of reach, and \'1e.ather Bureau wind statistics for 

Richmond, * the magnitudes and energies of wind generated naves impinging 

on the banks facing in the above tlrlO directions were computed using the 

methods described in Referer.ces 2 and 3 • 
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At aJly location along the meandering river above Sach.-ville, the magnitudes 

and energies of the wind waves impinging on a bank will be one or the other, 

or will lie between tho se computed aoove. Talile I gives the computed wave 

energies due to wind and the energy of speedboat waves: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

liave Energies between Windsor and Sacleville 

Banks facing N.E. 

Banks facing S. lv. 

Aver~e of 1 aJld 2. 

Speedboats (from P.W.D. report) 

Table 1 • 

Total i-l"ave Energy per foot 

of bank per annum 

Kilowatt-hours 

1.39 

5.29 

3.34 

2.12 

The attached diagram sho\Ols the frequency distribution of wave 

energies aJld speedboat wave (1, 2, 3 and 4 in the above table) in various 

wave height classes. The frequency distribution of speedboat energies has 

been inferred from data in the P. W.D. report. This diagram gives the height 

class of the waves which i n-'part the maximum energies to the banks. 

These are given in Table 2 • 

* In applying these statistics to winds on the river, no account was taken 

of the sheltering effects of river banks and hence the figures for actual 

wave energies would be less than the computed wave energies. The incident 

wave energy calculated from observations of speed boats is not ~~oject to 

any such reduction • 

Maximum Wave Energies between Windsor and Sackville. 

Height Class of Wave Wave 

Waves imparting Energy per Energy per 

Maximum Energy foot of bank foot of bank Power per 

per foot of bank per annum per annum foot of bank 

~r annum foot pounds K.~·l.H. Horsepower 

1. 0.2 ft. - 0.3 ft. 
6 

0.43 .005 1.13x10 

2. di tto 2.71 x 10 
6 1.02 .005 

3. ditto 1.92 x 10 
6 

0.73 .005 

4. 0.4 ft. - 0.5 ft. 1.32 x 10 
6 

0.49 .025 

The criteria of annual energy per foot of bank and porler per foot 

of b~~ are bases of comparison of the relative importance of speedboat 

waves and wind waves in promoting bank erosion because the same physical 

processes are involved. 

It can be seen from Table 1 that the total l'la,Ve energy per foot of 

bank per annum due to speedboats is about two thirds of that due to ,·lind. 

l!owever, Table 2 shows that the heights and the pO~lers of the speedboat 
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waves delivering the greatest energy per foot of bank per annum are greater 

than the heights and powers of the wind waves in the same category • 

Thus it should be noted that the frequency distribution of wave 

energy shOl-rs that 1-laves produced by speedboats of height range 0.4 ft. to 

0.5 ft. ere the most frequent by comparison with t.ind waves of height 

range 0.2 ft. to 0.3 ft. The effect of the larger l'laVeS is to extend 

the bottom disturbance of the sediment under orbital motion further out 

into the channel wh:!re the normal current is more likely to remove it 

that is to say, speedboat wav.es can be expected to be more disturbing to 

banks than wind waves. 

To adduce these criteria in comparing the eroeive effects of 

speedboat waves with the erosive effects of floods is misleading, not only 

because of the different phys~cal processes involved but because it overlooks 

the fact that floods deposit material as well as remove it. 

To date, the changes which have occurred in the banks of the river 

downstream from Windsor have been, since the earliest days of settlement, 

fluctuations around positions of equibrium - that is to say, along alluvial 

reaches of the river there have been accretions to banks of material deposi t

ed by floods alternating with the removal of material from these banks as a 

result of floods. 

The scour and depositional effects of a flood vary with the seasonal 

condi tion of the vegetation on the bank. 'The variable flood hydrographs 

and back\'later effects of the Colo and Macdonald rivers produce floods with 

a big variation in flow velocities and associated scour and depositional 

effects; there are differing rates of flood dra,.;down vlhich may or may not 

cause the sloughing of vlaterlogged banks. \'laves generated by wind partici

pate in this natural balance of deposition and erosion by under-cutting and 

removing flood deposits, especially Ithen wind squalls occur after flooos in 

the period before the deposits have been stablieed by vegetaticn. It is 

clear that the addi hon of waves generated by speedboats will upset this 

natural balance and promote bank erosion. 

Field Observations. 

Field observations disclose the followipg features:-

1. Bank damaee is heaviest in areas at, or in the vicinity of sites 

where speedboats arrive and depart. The areas are characterised by small 

beaches made up of material from the banks behind them. In these area 

where the boats are moving at speeds below "planing" speeds occur the 

heaviest concentrations of large .Iaves. Here and there, to prevent erosion, 

rubble or motor car tyres have been placed at the toes of banks to prevent 

\tave damage. Some of the material in these beaches is material eror:ed from 

the banks as a result of people walking up and down the banks and removing 

the grass from them. In some cases the beaches have been artificially 

constructed. In many cases inspected, ho\~ever, the beaches have been formed 
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as a result of b~~s sloughing after undercutting of the toes of the banks 

by wave action. Extensive bank damaee as a result of undercutting was 

seen by the writer in Swallow Rock Reach and Upper Crescent Reach (and liaS 

reported elsel.here alone the river). Noted "Iere the large number of willow 

trees standing out from the banks on peminsulas or on i slc?n(ls , trees with 

exposed roots and trees which had toppled into the river. 

2. Recent damage to the ban.'<.s was seen in area near liater-skiing resorts. 

Typical was a portion of bank, located near the upstreem boundary of 

Bungonia Park, which had sloughed last January. Extensive damage was noted 

along the banks of Mr. D. Walker's property which adjoins Upper Crescent 

Reach. One sloughed section of his bank was about 150 feet long and the 

toe of this section appeared to have retreated shorewards about 10 feet 

in the recent past (in the last year according to lolr. Walker). The sandy 

beach, consisting of material removed fr~m the bank, met the bank at about 

mean high water level. The toe of the bank at this level was undercut, in 

some places up to 9 inches and this undercutting "las clearly due to wave 

action. 

3. River banks belo., i-lindsor were inspecte d by the writer after the 

November 1969 flood. It was noted that flood deposits on banks t~ere being 

undercut by wave action in the intertidal zone causing extensive slippings 

and sloughing of deposits down the b~s. No extensive wind blows occurred 

at these locations in the period when the observations tiere made and it was 

concluded that the waves causing the undercutting were produced by speed 

boats. This confirms the reports of other observers , the inference being 

that speed boat waves are an important part, jfnot the major part of the 

total annual wave action which removes fresh flood deposits from banks • 

4. An experiment was carried out by the writer in the course of a 

physical survey of the river in April 1971. A five ton cruiser wes used 

in the experiment. The cruiser was 26'-0" long, 1-lith a breadth of 10'-6" 

and a draft of 3'-0". A site in York Reach was chosen, where a small beach 

had formed in front of an eroding bank. Twentyfive passes were made in 

front of this bank by the cruiser travelline at a speed of 7 knots. The 

passes were made at about means hieh water, at a distance of about 40 feet 

from the bank, in a depth of about 10 feet of ''later. About 10 waves 

impinged on the bank in e ach pass, the average height of the 1-laVeS 'l-1aS about 

1'- 0" and the average period was about 1.8 seconds. At the conclusion of 

the experiment it was noted that numerous small pieces of the bank had fallen 

onto the beach as a result of undercutting by these waves. 

5. Reeds occur belo1-' Sackville and mangroves below :iiseman 's Ferry. 

This vege tation protects the banks against 'l-laVe action. However, in the 

vicinity of water ski take-offs, whe re this vegetation has been cleared 

aWBJ, bank erosion has been noted. 

.. 

~ 
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Conclusion 

Speedboat waves promote dama.ge to riv~r banks. To quote Professor 

C. m.- lfmllro: "From my o\-m observat ions •••• it is clear that there is 

insidious and continous erosion due to speedboats" (Ref . 4). The 

significance of these waves i s seen in the fact that the configurations 

of the river banks are the outco~e of processes of erosion and deposition 

which, prior to the advent of speedbo.ats, were in equilibrium over a long 

period. This equilibrium is expressed by the relation: Ieposition of 

material by floods and freshes = removal of material by scour, sloughing 

of banks as a result of rapid flood drawdo~m and undercutting by \oJind waves. 

The addition of speedboat waves will tip this balance in the direction of 

net erosion of the banks. Aggravating this im:,alance and producing more 

serious erosion problems will be the future dimunition of material 

deposi ted on banks by floods and freshes resulting from the cutting off 

by the Warragamba Tern of sand supplied to t.he river and the removal of sand 

upstream by extractive industries. 

The \-lave erosion of the banks is more serious in the narrow crowded 

reaches of the river above Sackville where the riverine vege tation is in

adequate to protect the banks from wave action. 'I'his protection can only 

be given by such measures as rubble or auto tyres placed along the toes of 

the banks. Under existing conditions extensive protection is required and 

it liould be more economical, as well as desirable in preserving the overal l 

amenities of the river, if spee dboat activities were restricted ir. these 

reaches. Do.mstream from sackville reeds and mangroves, where they exist 

in quantity, rni tigate the effects of .:ave action C'.nd the remcval of this 

vegetation should be resisted. Indeed, consi ~eration mi ght be given to 

encouraging the growth of this vegetation in these reaches of the river • 

~uantitative design criteria for the u~e of vegetation in damping out 

l-laVes is given in Refere!!ce 5. 

H. A. Scholer 

13.6.73 
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